Hosted Voice (VoIP)

On The Border

Mexican Grill & Cantina
CHALLENGE
From its humble beginnings as a small Tex-Mex restaurant on Knox
Street in Dallas, Texas to its 30-year ascent as America’s largest
casual Mexican restaurant, On the Border Mexican Grill & Cantina
has enjoyed incredible success.

CASE STUDY
INDUSTRY: Restaurant Hospitality

With over 160 locations throughout the United States and expansion
internationally, this Texas start-up remains passionate about sharing
a love for Mexican food and spirits from Dallas to Dubai.
When On the Border was acquired they decided to institute
cost-saving measures across its wide network of locations. The
challenge: each location had its own telephone and internet service
providers, resulting in a disjointed and inefficient communications
network.
• Rapid domestic and international expansion
• Antiquated PBX phone systems
• Multiple phone and internet providers

SOLUTION
Together with industry partner IRG (broadband service provider),
Fusion Connect was selected to deliver a cloud-based, fully
managed cloud communications solution, beginning initially with
On the Border’s headquarters in Texas. Fusion Connect provided
install, training, and the hosted infrastructure required to eventually
integrate the solution with the other restaurant locations worldwide.

On The Border Mexican Grill &
Cantina
Over thirty years ago, three friends
got together and opened a single
restaurant in Dallas, Texas to share
the food they fell in love with –
sizzling, mesquite grilled fajitas and
margaritas as big and bold as the
border itself. This spirit of sharing
Border-Style food lives on today at
On The Border®.
https://www.ontheborder.com

• 40% overall cost savings
• Completely portable solution
• Limited capital expenditure
• Business continuity
• Manage features from desktop
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THE FUSION CONNECT
ADVANTAGE
ENABLING THE CONNECTED ENTERPRISE
Optimize your business communications,
costs, and continued collaboration from
any place or device, with crystal-clear
quality. Securely connect your business
locations and remote workers.
LEADING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY
Fusion Connect’s optimized platforms
leverage leading technologies, meaning
seamless integration of solutions
across your virtual and fixed technology
platforms.
DEDICATED SUPPORT TEAM
Our 100% U.S.-based expert tech support
is available 24/7 to keep your business
online and available regardless of the
situation.
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Visit www.fusionconnect.com to learn more.
Or, contact a Fusion Connect Business Consultant
today at 888-301-1721.

Fusion Connect
210 Interstate North Parkway, Suite 200
Atlanta, GA 30339

